Patient evaluation and general treatment planning.
Treating pain patients is difficult. The usual problems encountered in providing coherent and effective treatment for any chronic medical illness are compounded in painful conditions by time, society's choices, and the cultural role of the patient. Effective treatment of these patients depends on the persistence of the clinician. We must persist in requiring a complete history to understand the patient and his or her problem. We must persist in performing a thorough physical examination to uncover sufficient under-standing of the patient's physiology. We must persist in developing a comprehensive treatment plan to cover all of the intervening concerns. We must persist in following the patient in the clinic to make sure that the plan is completed and that complications that arise are dealt with efficiently. This can lead to considerable satisfaction and frustration. There remain many unanswered questions in the evaluation of pain patients and of pain itself. How accurate is physical examination in providing information about a given patient that is relevant to treating pain? Can physical examination reliably elicit a nociceptive focus for a specific individual's chronic pain experience? Is all long-term pain a smorgasbord of nociceptive, central sensitization, and neuromodulatory mechanisms? Can acute pain be more consistently aborted to minimize the development of chronic pain? Over the next few years, as our expanding knowledge of neuropharmacology, neurophysiology, and pain modulation in the CNS combines with better understanding of pain psychology and sociology, we clinicians will expect to have happier and more productive patients.